
Add one time fee of $5 for stock clip art, $75 for custom logos or 
signatures. For custom logos or signatures supply camera ready 
artwork or IBM compatible black & white formats, 300dpi or 
higher, with the following extension - .EPS, .JPG, .PCX, .CDR, 
or .BMP. Mail in camera ready artwork with order form or email 
electronic file to reinharm@bellsouth.net. 
Questions? Call Chris at 561-762-1281

New 
Disc Golf Tee Pad Sponsor!

 Be 1 of 9 exclusive Disc Golf Tee Sponsors! 
With a donation of $400 or more you will 
receive two 8x8 bricks, or one 8x8 and three 
4x8 bricks and pick which hole you want to 
sponsor! You can also purchase additional 
bricks for your exclusive Tee Pad! There is 
room for additional 4x8 and 8x8 bricks for 
your business, family celebrations or 
memorials. But hurry, first come, first serve! 
There are only 9 Tee Pads available and three 
have been purchased! Holes 1, 5, 7 and 9 
have been claimed so far! Contact Chris at 
561-762-1281 for availability.

Twisty Pines Playground
Support our Palm Beach Country Estates, community built, Park and Playground! 

Personalized Bricks!
YES, I want to purchase personalized bricks!
Laser engraved with your name, message, stock clip art, or company logo. These bricks will pave the entryway to the 
playground. Without logo or stock clip art, maximum 20 characters per line, including spaces and punctuation. Mini 
bricks also available! An exact replica of your brick to use as a paperweight, refrigerator magnet, given to a loved one 
or friend as a remembrance, or just as an everyday reminder!

4x8 bricks $75 each. (3 lines of copy, max. 20 characters per line,
12 characters per line with clip art/logo)

8x8 bricks $275 each. (6 line limit of copy, max 20 characters per line,
up to 4 lines of copy with clip art/logo)

1 1⁄2x3 mini bricks $10 each. (replica of your 4x8 brick)

3x3 mini bricks $20 each. (replica of your 8x8 brick)

Mosaics 
also available!



Personalized Brick Order Form
#_____ 4x8 Brick @ $75 ea.   = _______ #_____ Mini Bricks @ $10 ea. = _______
#_____ 8x8 Brick @ $275 ea. = _______ #_____ Mini Bricks @ $20 ea. = _______
#_____ Custom Logo or Signature @ $75 ea. = ________ #_____ Stock clip art @ $5 ea. = _______

Please print neatly. Letters can be all uppercase or uppercase & lower case. Brick will be engraved exactly the way form is filled
out. Please check your spelling. We will center copy. Make a copy of this sheet or use a separate piece of paper for additional orders. 

#1:nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
#2:nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
#3:nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
#4:nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
#5:nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
#6:nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

4x8 Center Artwork - Layout #1
Artwork layout for clip art library - Misc. & Sports -
ALL IMAGES EXCEPT FOR SPORTS: #12SP, #13SP,
#3SP, #14SP, #17SP, #21SP, #22SP, #23SP, #24SP, and
ALL IMAGES EXCEPT FOR MISC. #20B and
#23B. Number of characters is 20 on the first and
third lines. Second line is for clip art images only. 

4x8 Left Side Artwork - Layout #2
Artwork layout for clip art library - Misc. & Sports -
ALL IMAGES EXCEPT FOR SPORTS: #15SP and
ALL IMAGES EXCEPT FOR MISC. #9AN. Number
of characters is 12 per line on all images. 

Choose stock clip art by numeral and letter. ________

Choose stock clip art by numeral and letter. ________

8x8 Top or Bottom
Artwork Layout #3

Artwork layout for clip art library -
Misc. & Sports - ALL IMAGES APPLY
TO THIS LAYOUT. For 8x8’s all
images can be used and are positioned at
the bottom or top of the brick. Number
of characters is 20 per line. Maximum
of 4 lines. 
Choose stock clip art by 
numeral and letter. ________ 
Logo on top ____ or bottom ____

Please fill out contact information completely:
Name: __________________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________

street city      zip
Telephone: ____________________________     Email: __________________________________

Make checks payable to 
“Twisty Pines Playground Foundation, Inc” 

P.O. Box 30638,
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33420

Check out the Playground web site for updates and more information,
www.TwistyPinesPlayground.org

For additional information call Chris at 561-762-1281
Thank you for your support!

Lines #1-#3 
for 4x8 bricks. 

Lines #1-#6 
for 8X8 bricks.

Layout #_________

4x8 or 8x8 No Artwork - Layout #4
Without logo or stock clip art, maximum 20 characters per line, including spaces 
and punctuation. For 4x8 bricks, 1-3 lines. For 8X8 bricks, 1-6 lines. 

The 

Pennocks 

1A 2A 3A 4A 11SP 12SP 13SP

15A 16A 21SP 22SP 19A 23SP 24SP

4AN     12B     1AN      9AN    14B      2RE      10B  

17B     23B     21B     21MI     9B        8B       6B  

3SP 14SP 15SP 11A 17SP 18SP 14A

Army      Navy     Air Frc    Cst Grd
12MI    15B      19B         1C       2C        3C       4C

5C       6C       7C       8C       9C       2SB       20B  
Marines   Police       Fire     Sheriff   Paramedic  Natl Grd      USA

7SP 4ED      6ED 22B      5AN     6AN     8AN

Be 1 of 9 Disc Golf Tee Sponsors! $400 or more includes 1 8x8 brick on Tee Pad!  $______   Requested Tee #___
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